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SUMMARY
Deterioration of software quality developed by multiple
organizations has become a serious problem. To predict software degradation after an organizational change, this paper investigates the influence
of quality deterioration on software metrics by analyzing three software
projects. To detect factors indicating a low evolvability, we focus on the
relationships between the change in software metric values and refactoring
tendencies. Refactoring after an organization change impacts the quality.
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1.

Introduction

Software development often involves multiple organizations. A common cost-savings measure is to outsource part
of software development, even though software developed
by multiple organizations tends to have a lower quality. This
is because software development with multiple organizations often leads to diﬀerences in recognizing software specifications, poor change controls, and inconsistencies in the
software architecture [1], [2].
The influences of organizational changes have also
been shown. Sato et al. [3] found that source files developed by multiple organizations tend to be more faulty than
other files from two open source projects.
Our research aims to detect factors that negatively influence software developments by multiple organizations.
To capture the changes in software from various angles,
we focus on software metrics and editing tendencies of the
source code. Previously we analyzed the characteristics of
source codes developed by multiple organizations [4]. This
paper narrows the relationships between the change in the
software metric values and the editing tendencies after an
organizational change.
2.

Case Study Design

In this paper, we analyze the influence of refactoring and
adding features on software quality after an organizational
change. Table 1 summarizes the software subjects. Tool A
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Table 1

Details of the experimental subjects

and Tool B are internal and outsourced tools with a change
in the subcontractor. OpenOﬃce.org (OOo) is an oﬃce
suite developed by Sun MicroSystems, which branched into
two successor software programs: LibreOﬃce (LibO) and
Apache OpenOﬃce (AOO). LibO was developed by the
Document Foundation, which was founded by OOo developers. AOO was developed by the Apache Software Foundation.
To capture the changes in quality, we measured five
software metrics and the number of software defects. The
software metrics were selected to realize a multifaceted
evaluation. Direct Fan Out (DFO) and Visibility Fan Out
(VFO) were used to assess the file dependency [5]. VFO
captures the changes in the software architecture by counting both direct and indirect dependencies between source
files. Moreover, we selected Lines of Code (LOC) to
find complex files, Ratio of Code Clones to maintain code
clones, and Ratio of Comments to evaluate readability.
These metrics are generally used as simple software metrics. We used a static analysis tool (Understand) [6] and two
code clone detection tools [7], [8] to measure these metrics.
Tables 2 and 3 show the transition of the software metric
values of subjects.
To detect deteriorated software quality, we identified
modified files and counted the number of defects modified in
each file after an organizational change. To count the number of defects of Tool A and Tool B, we manually identified
modified files with defect information in the development
history. We found about 3.54 defects per file in 28 source
files of Tool A and about 3.24 defects per file in 21 files of
Tool B. To count the number of defects of LibO and AOO,
we used the szz algorithm [9] from the git commit log. We
found about 3.48 defects per file in 22,728 files in LibO from
129,916 commits and about 0.15 defects per file in 23,386
files in AOO from 5,824 commits.
To capture the editing tendency of the source code, we
tracked how the source code was modified by refactoring
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Table 2
AOO

Transition of the software metric values of the final version of each series of OOo, LibO, and

Table 3

Table 4

Transition of the software metrics values of Tool A and Tool B

Changes of module “sw” of LibO

and adding features. We manually identified these at each
release and compared whether each fix or refactoring affected the metrics value. Table 4 show the editing tendency
of one module in LibO, which we conducted code review.
3.

Case Study Results

In LibO, the value of DFO, the ratio of code clones, and
comments decreased. However, the LOC remained fairly
constant although new software features were added. On the
other hand, the value of VFO increased from version 4 but
DFO did not. Several refactorings such as the arrangement
of macros and the loop statements aﬀected LOC. As for the
ratio of comments, the fact that the format of the comments
changed in version 4 series contributed a lot. As for DFO
and VFO, we considered that the software architecture was
redesigned prior to version 4, and the software dependency
became more complicated by adding new features.
The source code did not diﬀer from AOO 4.1.0 because
the number of the commits for AOO decreased. In 2012,

there were 1927 commits for AOO per year, but only 204
commits in 2017. On the other hand, LibO had 19283 commits in 2012 and 15922 commits in 2017. We attributed this
diﬀerence to the two reasons. First, Sun MicroSystems postponed the refactoring of OpenOﬃce for many years. Second, most of the OOo developers were involved with LibO,
but few were involved with AOO. Then, the diﬀerence between LibO and AOO is the transition of the VFO values.
Hence, the complexity of the software architecture negatively influences the understanding of the software for the
AOO developers.
Tool A and Tool B did not confirm that software architectural refactorings such as method extraction were performed. However, individual files such as indentation and
rewiring logic of the methods were refactored. Consequently, the number of features in one file increased due
to the addition of the new features in subsequent releases.
Hence, LOC and the depth of the nest increased but the readability of such methods decreased.
4.

Conclusion

This paper analyzed the origin of quality degradation using software metric values and the editing tendencies after
an organizational change. First, the complexity of the software negatively influenced the understanding of the software. Second, the existence of refactoring after an organizational change positively influenced the metric value.
Thus, refactoring should be performed after an organizational change to maintain the software architecture. However, we cannot judge the universality of this evaluation as
only three software were assessed. In the future, we will
collect new software subjects.
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